CIGARS
Cohiba Siglo IV

Montecristo No. 4

Introduced in 1992 to commemorate the 500th anniversary of Columbus’
arrival to the New World, this high-quality mid-sized cigar is a creamy, nutty
smoke that’s perfect for experimentalists and aficionados alike. Though milder
than the Cohibas originally designed for Fidel Castro and high-ranking Cuban
diplomats, cigars in the Siglo series remain statesmanlike in their immaculate
construction and slow burning intensity. The Siglo IV is no exception.

Montecristo, named after Alexandre Dumas’ anti-hero Count, is the most
popular brand of habanos in the world for good reason. Excellent construction
and a masterful balance of power and flavour in the blend make Montecristo
cigars consummate crowd pleasers, and a benchmark of quality against
which all other cigars are judged. The Montecristo No.4 is quite simply the
quintessential Monte. No wonder it’s the best selling cigar in the world.

Flavours: A full-bodied woody aroma is accompanied
by a mild creamy sweetness that lasts until the end.

Flavours: Damp earth and woody notes dominate the smoke until the nub.

Origin: Cuba

Format: Petit Corona (Mareva) (handmade)

Format: Corona Gorda (handmade)

Size: 129 x 16.67 mm

Size: 143 x 18.26 mm

Ring: 42

Ring : 46

Strength: Medium to full

Strength: Medium

£27.60

Hoyo de Monterrey Petit Robusto
The Petit Robusto is small but powerful puro that offers a complex, sweet and
peppery smoke to compensate for its somewhat diminutive stature. Carrying
the peerless Hoyo de Monterrey blend of tobacco leaves, tobacco growing
region Vuelto Abajo since 1860, the Petit Robusto offers a short smoke that
punches well above its weight to deliver long lasting flavour.
Flavours: A classic Peppery Cuban blast, followed by notes of cocoa
and chocolate, which give way to a rich, almond finish.

Origin: Cuba

£13.60

The Montecristo Petit No. 2
Possessing all the taste and craftsmanship of its bigger brother the Petit
No.2, is the perfect cigar for those wanting to enjoy the famous Montecristo
flavour in less time. A popular edition to the brand’s classic vitola range –
numbered 1-5 – the Petit packs a powerful smoke into its Torpedo-like frame.
With an exceptional leaf blend and superb burn consistency owing to a
smoothly tapered end and near veinless outer leaf, the Petit No. 2 is entry level
Montecristo at its best.

Origin: Cuba

Flavours: Rich wood and spice combine with toasted nuts
to provide a creamy draw throughout.

Format: Robusto (handmade)

Origin: Cuba

Size: 102 x 19.84 mm

Format: Short Torpedo (handmade)

Ring : 50

Size: 120 x 20.64 mm

Strength: Light to medium

Ring: 52

£15.70

Strength: Medium

£20.20

Partagás Serie D No. 4
Produced by one of Havana’s original cigar makers founded in 1845,
the Serie D No. 4 is often regarded as one the best robustos (short cigars under
51/2”) in the world. Possessing the instantly recognisable deep, earthy flavours
of the Partagás brand, this stocky habano has been a silent partner to the
cigar-smoking Cuban cognescenti for decades, and has seen more than its fair
share of revolutionary action in the mouths of the country’s founding fathers.
This is certainly not a cigar for the faint hearted.
Flavours: Starting with spicy notes, then settling into wood and cinnamon.
Origin: Cuba
Format: Robusto (handmade)
Size: 124 x 19.84 mm
Ring: 50
Strength: Medium to full

£19.50

The H. Upmann Half Corona
Though a relative newcomer (it was only released in 2011), the extravagantly
titled H. Upmann Half Corona has quickly made a good name for itself within
the industry and earned its place inside the thinking smoker’s humidor for
two reasons. One at just 3.5”-long it is the perfect counterbalance to the
heavyweight habanos that make up the bulk of the market, and, two, it is now
one of the cigars of choice for a relatively brisk yet flavoursome smoke that
won’t keep your hands tied for too long.
Flavours: Creamy with hints of coffee with hay, cocoa, and honey aromas.
Origin: Cuba
Format: Half Corona (handmade)
Size: 90 x 17 mm
Ring: 44
Strength: Medium

£12.70

B O O K O U R P R I VAT E
DINING ROOM
We are pleased to offer all our patrons exclusive hire of a private dining room.
Available 7 days a week (Monday to Sunday, 8am to midnight) the space is ideal
for working breakfasts, lunches, dinners and drinks, and any celebration
that requires a certain kind of ambience. Please speak to a member of staff
or contact us by email or phone for more details.
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